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What Does the Bible Say about Parenting and Children? Every mom and dad wants
to be a better parent. Year after year countless experts write books explaining the
best ways to raise children, but what does God say about it? Everything the Bible
Says About Parenting and Children goes straight to the source of all truth to give
insight into raising families God's way. All of the scriptural references on the topic
have been collected and explained clearly and concisely, using trustworthy
commentaries to give context where needed. The book's length and focus make it
perfect for readers on the go who love the Word of God.

Parenting
Here’s sensible advice and caring encouragement on raising boys from the nation’s
most trusted parenting authority, Dr. James Dobson. With so much confusion about
the role of men in our society, it’s no wonder so many parents and teachers are
asking questions about how to bring up boys. Why are so many boys in crisis?
What qualities should we be trying to instill in young males? Our culture has vilified
masculinity and, as a result, an entire generation of boys is growing up without a
clear idea of what it means to be a man. In the runaway bestseller Bringing Up
Boys, Dr. Dobson draws from his experience as a child psychologist and family
counselor, as well as extensive research, to offer advice and encouragement based
on a firm foundation of biblical principles.
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What the Bible Says about Child's Training
What's a mom to do when her sweet baby's smiles and snuggles turn to tears and
tantrums? This take on everything toddler—from throwing food to potty training to
massive toddler fits—is filled with sanity-saving advice every mom wants to hear.
Helpful tips include how to: stop a tantrum in its tracks (or at least survive the
tantrum without breaking into tears of your own) discipline your child in a way that
demonstrates Christ's redeeming love make your marriage a priority when your kid
is a squeaky wheel that always seems to need your time and attention introduce
your child to Jesus in a way that leads to authentic faith convince a one-and-a-half
year old that broccoli really is better than cookies—even if you don't believe it
yourself Moms will be entertained and encouraged by the amusing anecdotes and
godly advice of this comprehensive, topical approach to parenting one and two
year olds.

The Christian Parenting Handbook
"Practical help. Real encouragement. Just what you need to cope with emotional
meltdowns, motivate them to get school done, answer their spiritual questions,
and most of all, protect your relationship with your eight to fourteen year
olds"--Amazon.com.
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The Art of Parenting
The book of Proverbs, taken as a whole, encourages parents to use multiple levels
of discipline for effectiveness.

Basics of Biblical Parenting
Drawing from her own family's experiences and from interaction with other
parents, Lisa Whelchel offers creative solutions for parents who are out of ideas
and desperate for new, proven approaches to discipline. In addition to advice on
topics such as sibling conflict and lying, Whelchel offers a biblical perspective and
down-to-earth encouragement to parents who are feeling overwhelmed. A handy
reference guide that provides ideas for specific situations rounds out this resource
that will be a blessing to parents and their children. Now in softcover.

Christ-Centered Parenting - Bible Study Book
Are you a parent looking for solid answers to growing a spiritually healthy and
happy family? In a culture of disintegrating families, this book provides a clear
vision of God's original design for the Christian home. These pages cut straight to
the heart and explore the three most important needs of your family and how to
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meet them by God's power. If you apply the principles of this book, your parenting
and your children will never be the same! "An exceptional tool for parents who are
seeking practical and powerful advice for bringing up their children God's way."

Wise Words for Moms
Winner of the ECPA Book of the Year Award for Christian Living What is your calling
as a parent? In the midst of folding laundry, coordinating carpool schedules, and
breaking up fights, many parents get lost. Feeling pressure to do everything “right”
and raise up “good” children, it’s easy to lose sight of our ultimate purpose as
parents in the quest for practical tips and guaranteed formulas. In this life-giving
book, Paul Tripp offers parents much more than a to-do list. Instead, he presents
us with a big-picture view of God’s plan for us as parents. Outlining fourteen
foundational principles centered on the gospel, he shows that we need more than
the latest parenting strategy or list of techniques. Rather, we need the rescuing
grace of God—grace that has the power to shape how we view everything we do as
parents. Freed from the burden of trying to manufacture life-change in our
children’s hearts, we can embrace a grand perspective of parenting overflowing
with vision, purpose, and joy.

The Christian Mama's Guide to Parenting a Toddler
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Are you creating a monster? Or, are you raising your child to become a responsible
adult? In Parenting the Bible Way, author Sherry Ronke reveals the Biblical
principles behind child rearing. In this guide, she tells how, instinctively, you, as a
parent, are already equipped to take care of your offspring. However, Ronke
demonstrates how you need to recognize there is a devil working hard to prevent
children from excelling in every good work. Parents need to understand the godly
principles of how to raise children and apply them as they bring up their young.
Sharing the story of her experiences with parenting, Ronke offers an informative
guide for Christian parents who seek advice about Bible-based child rearing.
Exploring many issues related to raising children, Parenting the Bible Way employs
a variety of scriptures to guide moms and dads charged with caring for their child’s
spirit, soul, and body, helping them to become mature adults who are gifts to the
world.

Parenting the Bible Way
Teenage hassles that disrupt parents? lives? Or prime opportunities to connect
with, listen to, and nurture our kids? Paul Tripp uncovers the heart issues affecting
parents and their teenagers during the often chaotic adolescent years. With wit,
wisdom, humility, and compassion, he shows parents how to seize the countless
opportunities to deepen communication, learn, and grow with their teenagers.
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Parenting with Purpose and Grace
Parents who claim the gospel as their own have an enormous effect on their
marriage, their integrity, and their love for their children. Keeping the gospel at the
forefront of every aspect of marriage helps parents fear God, sensitizes them to
sin, motivates them to enter their children's world, and causes them to preach the
beauty of the gospel to their children through their marriage. Book jacket.

Parenting Toward the Kingdom
A progressive Christian parenting book with a social-justice orientation How do we
build a better world? One key way, says Cindy Wang Brandt, is by learning to raise
our children with justice, mercy, and kindness. In Parenting Forward Brandt equips
Christian parents to model a way of following Jesus that has an outward focus,
putting priority on loving others, avoiding judgment, and helping those in need.
She shows how parents must work on dismantling their own racial, cultural,
gender, economic, and religious biases in order to avoid passing them on to their
children. “By becoming aware of the complex ways we participate in systems of
inequality or hierarchy,” she says, “we begin to resist systemic injustice ourselves,
empower our children, and change our communities.”
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7 Traits of Effective Parenting
81/2 / 11, 6 page chart designed to help parents identify heart issues from
behavior.

No Longer Little
What does Scripture teach about parenting? What insights can we gain from
science?Bible teacher and grandparent, Dennis McCallum has taught multiple
courses on parenting over his fifty years in ministry. Here, McCallum offers the
crux of his courses on the subject.The relational approach stresses relationship as
the key to successful parenting. Come here to learn good ideas for:?Establishing
and nurturing a love relationship beginning with your baby?Building on that
relationship and winning further influence with toddlers?Using your influence to
draw your kids to real faith?Ideas for building your family ethos during the school
years?How to anticipate and prepare for the difficulties of the teen years?How to
keep your family interested in relating even after the kids move out

Expository Parenting
In today's complex world, parenting is a tough job. Beyond the difficulties of the
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changing world we live in, there are also the daily frictions of imperfect people
sharing a home together. However, Daniel P. Huerta, Focus on the Family's Vice
President of Parenting, offers hope and help for you to become an effective parent.
Based on exhaustive research, Huerta presents a collection of seven powerful
character traits designed to help parents grow and thrive as they take on the task
of raising children. Parents will be encouraged to navigate family life with grace
and love so their children ultimately see God's transformative power, love, and
influence.

Creative Correction
With parenting advice coming at you from so many sources, how do you know
what to listen to and what to ignore? Develop your own biblical philosophy of
parenting and use it to filter the many ideas that come your way.

Parenting with Scripture
Do you ever feel ill equipped to talk about the cultural issues of our day? Designed
to help you lead your children and teens in a confident and responsible way, this
6-session resource will equip you to address pressing cultural topics which children
of all ages, from preschoolers through young adults, face, including: Gender issues
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Suicide, depression, and anxiety Pornography Addiction and coping mechanisms
Same-sex marriage Singleness, dating, marriage, and divorce Give your kids a
biblical worldview that will produce the next generation of culture shapers--not
simply the next generation shaped by their culture. Features: Interactive teaching
videos approximately 20-25 minutes per session available for rent or purchase
Leader tips in the back of the Bible Study Book Articles to help parents dig deeper
into various topics Information on age-appropriate development for children of all
ages, including preschoolers, young children, preteens, middle schoolers, high
schoolers & young adults Benefits: Engage in our culture's most complex issues.
Apply the gospel to real life situations through transformative conversations with
your kids. Build confidence for complicated--and sometimes
uncomfortable--conversations. Replace our culture's influence with biblical truth.
Equip your child with the wisdom she or he needs to become a culture shaper.

Gospel-Powered Parenting
There's no such thing as “just” a mom. Despite the routine tasks and mundane todo lists, motherhood is anything but insignificant. God has designed motherhood
as part of his greater plan to draw people to himself—instilling all women, whether
called to traditional mothering or not, with an eternal purpose in nurturing others.
In this book, Gloria Furman searches the Scriptures for the mission of God in
motherhood. She opens our eyes to God's life-giving promises—promises intended
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to empower each and every woman as she makes disciples in her home, in her
neighborhood, and around the world.

Biblical Parenting
Biblical discipline is holistic; its ultimate goal is a child's growth in the Lord. Written
by a mom on the front lines, For the Love of Discipline works through typical
discipline issues from a gospel perspective, offering personal examples, teaching
practical strategies, and showing how to pursue "discipline skills" every day. Moms
will stop spinning their wheels in quick fixes and behavior management and find
renewed strength in God's plan for their children's instruction.

Parenting Is Heart Work
How can parents make a lasting impact in the spiritual lives of their children? To
find the answer, acclaimed researcher George Barna investigated the lives of
thriving adult Christians and discovered the essential steps their parents took to
shape their spiritual lives in childhood. He also learned surprising truths about
which popular parenting tactics just aren’t working. Revolutionary Parenting goes
beyond youth group and Sunday school and shows parents how to instill in their
children a vibrant commitment to Christ.
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Spiritual Parenting
Most of today’s Christian parenting resources fail to emphasize what is perhaps the
most important aspect of true biblical parenting. That is, how to relate the Bible to
the raising of our children in actual, practical ways. Whatever else you are doing to
equip your children, do you really know how to use the Bible for doctrine, reproof,
correction, and instruction in righteousness with your children? In "Teach Them
Diligently" Lou Priolo has given a tool that will strengthen you in this vital area. You
can learn how to use the Scriptures more thoroughly and effectively in your child
training.

For the Love of Discipline
If you're like most parents, you have developed your own parenting
strategy—sometimes it seems to work, and other times—based on the way your
child behaves—you wonder if it's working at all. There are countless ways to try to
get a child's attention and to effect change—but here's the truth—unless you deal
with a child through his or her heart, you are not likely to see lasting change. In
this breakthrough book, Dr. Scott Turansky and Joanne Miller, RN, BSN, reveal how
you can learn to truly reach your child's heart to teach, train, and build a
tremendous relationship. Parenting is Heart Work gives you the practical tools an
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easy-to-follow steps that will revolutionize how you: Turn Correction times into
learning experiences. Equip your children to accept responsibility for their mistakes
and meditate on the right things. Influence and adjust the values and beliefs your
children hold. Maintain relationship with your children through love and emotional
connectedness.

The Complete Book of Christian Parenting and Child Care
The Orthodox Christian tradition is filled with wisdom and guidance about the
biblical path of salvation. Yet this guidance remains largely inaccessible to parents
and often disconnected from the parenting challenges we face in our homes.
Parenting Toward the Kingdom will help you make the connections between the
spiritual life as we understand it in the Orthodox Church and the ongoing
challenges of raising children. It takes the best child development research and
connects it with the timeless truths of our Christian faith to offer you real strategies
for navigating the challenges of daily life.

Christian Parenting
It's hard enough to train kids to behave, but good behavior isn't what Jesus calls for
in the Bible. He wants hearts and souls that are shaped in vibrant faith and love
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toward God and others. How can parents cultivate this in their children? In this
book Dr. Michelle Anthony shares practical examples and biblical insight on the
spiritual role of parenting. Spiritual Parenting introduces the simple but
revolutionary concept that parents are, by the power of God's Spirit, to obey and
depend on God in order to create an environment God can use to beckon their
children to Him.

Christian Parenting
This total child care book offers Christian- centered, medically authoritative advice
on every aspect of parenting, from choosing an obstetrician to disciplining
teenagers. As parents of eight children, William and Martha Sears draw on thirty
years of practical and professional experience, resulting in a valuable reference
book no family should be without.

Age of Opportunity
Do you believe your struggle with anger stems from the wrong behavior you see
displayed in your children? The knee-jerk reactions and blow-ups you're facing are
often a result of a bigger set of "triggers." Some of these are external, like a child's
disobedience, backtalk, or selective hearing, while others are internal, like an
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overflowing schedule, sleep-deprivation, or perhaps your own painful experiences
from childhood. Triggers: Exchanging Parent's Angry Reactions for Gentle Biblical
Responses examines common parenting issues that cause us to explode
inappropriately at our children. Moving beyond simple parenting tips on how to
change your child's behavior, authors Amber Lia and Wendy Speake offer biblical
insight and practical tools to equip and encourage you on the journey away from
anger-filled reactions toward gentle, biblical responses.

Motivate Your Child
This book will help parents to better understand their role and to discover the
mechanics for successfully raising children.

Shepherding a Child's Heart
Parenting with Scripture is an easy to use topical resource that parents with young
children can use when teachable moments arise. This effective guide helps teach
young children how to think and apply God's Word in their daily lives. Kara Durbin's
revised book helps parents capture those teachable moments and use Scripture to
shape their children's behavior. The 101 alphabetically sorted topics address
behavior, attitude, emotions, and actions. Examples include Forgiveness, Humility,
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Anger and Procrastination. Each topic includes scripture passages, discussion
questions, action items, and parenting tips. Questions and tips are written so older
children can teach younger children. This new edition of Parenting with Scripture
includes detailed help for parents to quickly identify teachable moments, and what
to do when they appear.

Parenting Forward
We need a parenting revolution! Most parenting approaches end up encouraging
children to ask the wrong questions about life: What’s in it for me? Are you going
to pay me for that? What’s the minimum I need to do to get by? But God’s Word
gives us a better way to parent, one that builds strong internal motivation in
children. When parents change the way they parent, kids change the way they
live. This practical book explores a theology of internal motivation and then gives
parents real-life solutions to equip their kids for life. You’ll learn . . . • how to
parent in ways that build internal motivation so that kids don’t have to rely on you
to get things done. • the four promptings of the conscience and how to coordinate
your parenting to take advantage of them. • ways to energize your spiritual
training with fun and creativity. • how to help children respond to mistakes instead
of blaming, defending, or justifying. The greatest gift you can give your child is
strong moral and spiritual development—this book shows you how. Every chapter
includes practical examples of families applying the Bible to their current issues.
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Join the revolution!

Wise Parenting
More than ever, Christians need to know what the Bible actually teaches about
parenting, and put it into practice. In Successful Christian Parenting, pastor/teacher
John MacArthur presents time-proven principles of biblical parenting clearly and
carefully to help parents make sense of their duties before God and to bring up
their children in the ways of the Lord.

Bringing Up Boys
There is much to be said for men and women who courageously evangelize on
college campuses, in prisons, and near shopping centers. After all, the Bible
indicates that disciples are primarily made by going out to meet lost people where
they are. But make no mistake about it: if you're a parent, The Great Commission
has come to you-in a bassinet, a booster seat, or a bunk-bed. While other
parenting philosophies rely on "what seems to work" (i.e. pragmatism), "what
we've always done" (i.e. traditionalism), or "what's right for us" (i.e. relativism), a
better perspective is founded upon a biblical approach: teaching the full counsel of
God and allowing Scripture to do its work in a child's heart. How do we accomplish
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this? We must examine the Bible's instructions for pastors, and then apply those
principles in the home. In other words, just as the preacher must be committed to
expository preaching, so too must the parent be committed to expository
parenting.

Missional Motherhood
Pastor Crystal Lutton has worked extensively with children and has seen, firsthand,
the phenomenal results of Grace-Based Discipline. This tried-and-true method of
raising children can be implemented at any age with success. Based on biblical
teachings, GBD is a nurturing, God-centered approach to parenting your child from
birth to adulthood. This carefully researched method of parenting has received
results for families and children of all ages, backgrounds, and family structures.
Taking the stand that parenting is a covenant and not a burden, GBD insists on the
formation of loving bonds of trust and mutual respect that begin at birth and will
carry on throughout a lifetime. These bonds help the child to foster good
relationships with parents and peers with the added benefit of establishing a sense
of self-worth that will be essential to a successful life.

Parenting the Difficult Child
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Solid biblical insights for raising children, by a father of four, grandfather of nine,
and pastor to thousands in Southern California.

Grace-Based Parenting
Is your child defiant, often angry, frequently lying, inordinately affectionate to
strangers, lacking in remorse, and seemingly unable to trust anyone? Antisocial
behaviors and attitudes like these can lead to a diagnosis of Reactive Attachment
Disorder (RAD). Adopted children are especially prone to develop it. Parenting the
Difficult Child: A Biblical Perspective on Reactive Attachment Disorder applies a
biblical lens to a child exhibiting defiant and aggressive behaviors and RAD
characteristics. Using specific examples and practical implementation ideas, it
explains how parents can apply the clear, practical solutions of Scripture to
address the habituated heart motivations, thoughts, and actions of an alienated,
angry child. It shows how to get to heart issues and how to handle manipulation.
The behaviors of the antisocial child challenge the whole family. Two chapters are
devoted to encouraging and guiding parents and siblings who may themselves
struggle with difficult emotions. Part three concisely explains several primary
attachment theories and contrasts them with biblical principles. For example, what
does the Bible say about the idea that children labeled with RAD do not trust and
lack a conscience? It provides biblical principles pertinent for evaluating behavioral
research and attachment therapies. Christian parents, counselors, and pastors will
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find this practical book helpful for learning what the Bible says about difficult
children, including those labeled with RAD, and how to parent them.

Parenting by The Book
A syndicated columnist and family psychologist outlines scripture-based principles
for parents that recommend respect for others over self-esteem tactics,
recommending a leadership approach to disciplinary methods that draws on
traditional belief systems. 50,000 first printing.

Revolutionary Parenting
Parents in our post-modern world tend to be committed to but anxious about their
child-rearing responsibilities. They've tried the countless parenting books on the
market, but many of these are strident, fear-based books that loving parents
instinctively reject, while still searching for direction. Now Dr. Tim Kimmel, founder
of Family Matters ministries, offers a refreshing new look at parenting. Rejecting
rigid rules and checklists that don't work, Dr. Kimmel recommends a parenting
style that mirrors God's love, reflects His forgiveness, and displaces fear as a
motivator for behavior. As we embrace the grace God offers, we begin to give itcreating a solid foundation for growing morally strong and spiritually motivated
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children. Releasing in an affordable trade paper edition, this revolutionary book
presents a whole new way to nurture a healthy family.

Successful Christian Parenting
"A shepherding the heart resource"--Cover.

Triggers
Using real life examples, parents Donna Sinclair and Yvonne Stewart offer down-toearth guidance and sensitive theological reflection for Christians raising children
amid the realities of today's world. Issues discussed include materialism,
competition, sexuality, and conflict.

What the Bible Says about Parenting
Learning to Love Your Children Well The challenges of parenting can sometimes
feel overwhelming. What do we do when we run out of patience? How do we
handle our anger when it seems to be getting the best of us? Where do we find the
affirmation our children need? Alice Fryling invites you to discover what the Bible
says about how to reflect the love, wisdom, and grace of God in your parenting.
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Scripture gives us stories and truths about parenting and describes our relationship
with God in a way that goes beyond “answers.” With wisdom and authenticity, this
guide discusses how God parents us, how to pray for our kids, how to handle our
own fears and failures, and how to entrust our children to God. From the Trade
Paperback edition.

Teach Them Diligently: How to Use the Scriptures in Child
Training
From Marriage and Family Experts Dennis and Barbara Rainey Dennis and Barbara
Rainey have spent decades helping families find biblical help to strengthen and
transform family relationships. Through radio broadcasts, conferences, and other
events, they have been teaching on the foundations necessary for building godly
families. Now they bring insights and expertise gleaned from those years of
ministry, as well as from their own personal experience of raising six children, to
The Art of Parenting. Expanding on parenting themes shared with FamilyLife
audiences in person and on the radio, Dennis and Barbara offer trusted advice on
how to establish Christian values in your home. In The Art of Parenting, Dennis and
Barbara will help you to experience God's truth and apply his Word in your family
by focusing your attention on four crucial elements in your children's lives: 1.
Identity--understanding who they are in Christ 2. Character--learning to live wisely
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and honorably 3. Relationships--fostering godly connections with others 4.
Mission--understanding why they are here When you apply biblical truths in these
four areas, you can feel confident your children will have a foundation they can
build upon for the rest of their lives.
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